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Dapltt many IUmOrs and reports and many difficulties and lumia, f/nImcial and otherwile, another
taue of Albion', Voice hasfina//y come out. And
tIrU time u probtlbly the IIlst time -I say probcbly
beaIu", tlte future u never very Sllre; continuation
u confin8ent 011 commitment, and there i••tiN a
clllmce that a staff of dedicated workers will come
togetlter to keep the paper going. Obviously, the time
l.rn ~ right for SIIVtUIIIIIhto have thu kind of paperor ebe genuine support would've come through after five Usue .. IndiJm chiefs had a 1IlIlWeious way of
knowing the time for a triiHllmeeting was right: the
chiefs of vlJl'ious tribes would come together when
they felt tlte time had arrived; rome would come a
month or more tifter others had already gathered at

o

••

of adequate planning to construction and shoddily built
places
going up, not to mention the lack of pro~r
sanitation and streets and heaping up of transportation.
Worst of all, Sav'h'.youth
reflect the same kind of
shallownessand lack of honest comm~tment as the older genemtion. Gmft and orgarl/zed cnme have been common knowledge to too many of the older people; yet .they
stand firmly behind "God and Country. " As for t~e IlIr.
craIs - wen, there isn't really much to say fa:- the.u passlVe' ness and superficiality, except that they're like little old
women IUnning around in tennis shoe. .. An A.C.L.U. [Ameriean Civil Liberties Union) chapter was proposed at the
•

•

•••

••
beginning of the summer; however, still nothing much has
come of the proposal. Attorney Aaron Buchsbaum; who
has been the most dedicated and dependable legal assi.tance in rendering gratisA.C.L.U. casework in this area,
cannot possibly be expected to shoulder all of the busywork that goes into IUnninga branch chapter. Andfrom
liberal groups like the Unitarians there only comes lip-service support. Good men are truly hard to find!

a spot. Just whenever the time is right -' not that a
conceptioll of time like their~ would work in our .0ciety offast-paced competition and hu.tle and bustle!
Anyway, the giant Albion, whose hClld is the whole
world and the people in it hi. bmin which has fallen
asleep from repression, will.till have his say: his awtlkening is something that is happening whether or
not a paper u printed reioting man ~ libemtion from
repremon. The manifestations are all around us; _

the results; hQwever, we don't really need to see facts
and figures in print to know that industrial waste, both
in the water and in the air, is daily killing a livable en. nment. Not just fish and fowl are dying in indus"::sfoUI pollution _ we are too, yes me and you. It's
#
time we start pressuring politician. to vote po.itively:
on critical environmental issues instead of catering to
b iness intenesn and hiding behind "state '. right."
a;"an excuse for not passing proper legislation which
should be made. on the federal level to insure .tan~rd
re lation s; Otherwise, if one state is more lenient than
a::ther, industry will simply go to the more lenient one.
After all, service to the public was the keynote of thi~

year's Democratic primary, wasn't it - "the common
man ~ candidate," vote for me and I'll set you free,... •
, mong the many other cliches spewed forth in the cami
paign s. Let's truly make service and not profit the pn-

mary motivation in our own lives. Then we can begin

to solve the very crucial problems of pollution and population. Remember, Love is an acronym for Living on
vibrational ecology - let's get our vibes in harmony and
then and only then can we be free to be at one with Mother Earth and men and other creatures like St. Francis
of Assisi was.

C'.rfI,flIJIflaLl'-J Ittl,

lind Is experiencing on varying levels of consciousness
a 1loW/(I.wide rDObItion which mes as t1te onl Iolu-

e"

mllllllllf/erro a tdJinh. And It i. with this in mind

tltat tlti3 Isme u published depicting symbolically what
Bi.blictll and mystical writings have been propherying
for centuries now. William Blake's poetry and prophesies are a wonderful way to discover such piediction ..
Savannah .till, of course, liaS its stumbling blocks of
LilW and Religion: "PnSons are built with stones of
Brothel. witlt bricks of Religion. "(Blake) The
young people here are stifled by .motherhood and
school/jail house blue .. But that's no news. Much of
the criticism of Albion's Voice cioims that the paper
'WIS too negatit1e; perhaps, this is l1Ue, yet sometimes
nerativity can pull you through, especially when your
grrwity fails you as Bob Dyllln put it. Whatever the
CIUe,)'l1U ctlII ,cexpect poison from standing water ,n
and Savannah Is a stagnont iHlckwater, surpri.ingly so
because it does happen to be a seaport city. When you
consider that Sav'h u about the tenth largest natuml
setlport bJllfby rights should be about fifth, then you
begin to rCIllizejust how low-geared and slow this city
really is. There'. too much factiOnalism, in-group fighti,,& hypocrisy, and isolationism to make Savannah an
openly Progressive community.And what progression
i. lrUJdeshould be called regression, with all of the lack

L_.

Youth of tbe World
U ITE!

It is to be hoped that young black people will inject
,ome life into Sav 'h 's eancer clotted bloodstream, especially since white youth are too lethOlgic and uncom.
mitted. However, amollg blacks there is (and rightfully
.0) a growing festering feeling of cynici.m and hostil.
ity toward white .. And cynicism and envy can be forces
ju.t as de.tructive as gun. and bomb .. We !'SJvuld all
strive to build mOTe positive emotions and attitudes,
rCIllly .trive to keep things alive and to consflUct a.ociety around Love for all men and not around doliors
and cents - doesn't that nuzke more sense?
Instead of raping Mother Earth day after day, we
must get away [rom the concept of profit for profit's sake - whot was it the high official of Onion Bag
proclaimed in Newsweek, "What does it matter if
there's one less whooping crane in the world?"and build on service to both mankind and the environment. Nader~ Raiders are soon to publish their summer's researr:h Fuulings on the Sav 'h'area. Watch for

To those who have given support to the paper, I extend the kindest thanks and appreciation. I hope Albion's Voice has seMJed the community in more than
negative ways, more than .imply offending some people and superficially amusing others. I sincerely hope
that the paper has managed to provoke some thought
and introduced Sav 'h to new ways of thinking. Self
discoveries will be sure to follow. If this is true (and
I feel certain to ,ome extent it is), then Albion's Voice
will continue to be heard here, and we'll have no choice
but to rejoice!

- Nowwouldn'tthat

be UNCOUTH...
wouldn't that be OUTASIGHT1!

Expec.t POlson. from sto.ndlng 1Ifd"er.
.. ..

One THOUGHT Fills IMMENSITY.
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Humanism
for animals. We shd
tum them into humans?
The fire will.
(OH but!

FIRE AND ICE
(19'} )
Some say the world will end in fire
Some say in ice.
)

The fire will.
Fire of the humanistic
Smoke of the humans
We are humans
turning
to spirit.
urnanism
lmals,

From what I've tasted of desire

I hold with those who favor fire.
But if it had to perish twice
I think I know enough of ha;e

To say that for destruction ice

Is also great
AmI would sulliee.

__ -RPbr.1't

change

Reach
humanism animals
in the flame we throw
upon you
reach
in the Red agony burning
our souls reach
we bum inside
transform the world
spiritual
reaching
of
humans
We are reaching
as God for God
as human
knowing
spirit
We leave
the humans
We find
the humanity
Humanism
for animals
Spiritism
for Humans
Reach
Brother
Reach
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The Last

Shall Be

Unless a grain of corn fall into the ground and die,
it remains no more than itself. But if it dies, it brings
forth much truit:
-- Bible

He who knows the male
And yet keeps to the female
Becomes like the space can taining the world
He who knows the male
And yet keeps to the female
Becomes like the space containing the world.
As space containing the
world
He has the eternal virtue
(power) which leaves not,
And he returns to the state
of infancy.

-Lao-tzu

The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven.
-Milton

This world and yonder world are incessantly giving birth:
every cause is a mother, its effect the child.
When the effect is born, it too becomes a cause and gives
birth to wondrous effects.
These causes are generation
on generation, but it needs a
very well lighted eye to see the links in their chain.
RUM!

,r

Sometimes naked, sometimes mad,
Now as a scholar, now as a fool,
Thus they appear on earth -The freemen!
- Hindu Verse

There exists no more difficult art than living. For other arts and
sciences, numerous teachers

are to be found everywhere.

Even

young people believe that 'they have acquired these in such a
way. that they can teach them to others: throughout tbe whole
of life, one must continue to learn to live ancP,what will amaze
you even more, throughout

life one must learn to die.
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VOTES in the
on the ECOLt.

lndlrcct

vote

on the SST.

for supersonic
17755.

transport.

motion to delete

(Passed,

176-162.

would

have

(Defeated,

conservation.

3.

Indirect

1970, HR 12025.

score!

funds

Bill

1970, HR

on national

areas.

majority;

failed

!

3.

for the

209-108.

8.

3).
A

for research

funds for several
projects,

Vote to recommit

bill creating

Conservationists

Area.

the San Rafael Wilderness

vctie d "yes"

because the proposed boundaries in the bill
(De eated,

small.

1968,

156-238.

YOTB '10 RBCOMMIT MASS TRANSPORTATION

Score

'!

2) •

ACT WITH INSTRUCTIONS

lULLIQN

110.

were much too

S 889.

IN 1968,

Defeated

I

for recommittal

INSTEAD OF

I

waste disposal.

A "no" vote is against

appropriation

wor-ks

Army Corps of Engineers

including
84-120.

the cross-Florida

1962,

3) •

I

I

----------, ,

Bill

to reduce

I
I

barge canal.
is

for

3).

Pollution

instructions

annual authorization

to reduce the
grants

I

construction

A "yes" vote

12900.

HR

I

pollution.

Vote to recommit the Hater

sewage treatment

I

183-

+
Score -

vote is for parks.

II

on solid

c_o_n_s_e_r_vation.
Score:'

1

(passed

Lakeshore.

(Defeated

II

Amendmentto the Public

3).

of the boundaries

Title

3) •

score!.

conservation.

-~~

works appropriation

A "no" vote is against pollution.

for

a 2/3

Vote to recommit Clean Air Act with instructions

1965, S 306.

(Passed

definition

"yes

A

+
Score -

1969, HR 14159.

A "yes" vote is

Indiana Dunes National

80-220.

to spend $1 billion.

requiring

------

"no" vote would have a.lIoweo an amendment to the public
bill

of rules,

to preserve

1966, HR 13447) .

1966, HR 51.

147.

of Interior

(Suspension

Vote to accept Rep. Udall's

7.

for

clean water appropriation.

estuarine

the secretary

------------

forests.

A "no" vote is

authorizing

Score

Score

for the Timber Supply Bill,

the logging

vote for $1 hillior

215-187.

4.

increased

150-228.

6.

=========-;

Vote on whether to grant a rule
which

all

A "no· vote is a vote for the environment.
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A "no" vote would have allowed

an amendment to the recommittal
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Control

Bill,

with
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for
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per
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1J.&ted below
in the lot

are some of the more revealing
ten

years.

lIum s publi.-.. vote

is

l

We caution

the reader

are: •• cI'at.
hu

deceiving.

Many of the

vot •• reflect

conviction

controversial

of his constituency

vonee

Public

as well as his

a.ndmay make him appear better

ahOWf\
be re ,

'.:oJ-.us
it

or worse

room.

is

not a score of his

s;J03JR1,

8I1CJAMt."

to protect

~-Jewill

raise

the environment.

who deserve
and defeat
League is

recognition.
legislators

closely
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Friends

thus

We judge

~r

population,

greatly

in Congress

of the Earth.

Webase

of conservation
by their

track

goal is to prove

that

can decide

the political

muscle: of all

We

are not tax-deductible,

The number of candidates

of our support

The

and conservation

increasing

to comeby.

others

destructive.

candidates

rhetoric.

we can

depends on the seed money we get now.

LElI.GUE
OF CONSERVATION VOTERS C/
F'
d
917 Fifteenth Street N W
W h?
r i en s of the
.. ,
as ~n9ton, D. C.
I want more information
have endorsed.

I enclose
I

about

a Contribution

WOULD LIKE TO VOLUNTEER

Earth
20005

the League and who they

to L.e.V.
MY TIME

Researching for L.C.V.
Working I n po1-~tical

campaigns

Raising moneyfor L.e.V.

Name

'1'elephhcomn~e~=========

COMPILED

and endorse

upon the advice and information

from many groups.

like

races,

who are ecologically

leaders

issues

close

money and manpower

Thus we can help our allies

affiliated

help and the value

Not yet 1n Congress

working

to legislators

SENDTO:
1 2 3

B.

BRDOCU:t, JICl(
~
llo\VIS,
ca.
IUH'I', 30ti 3., .JR.

1INlltUo.

_.

campaign

support

and money is hard
N • No

a nonpartisan

committee which gives active

groups working on these problems.

record.

Y • YI'S

Voters is

for a few who face especially

convenience, each Congressman is given a score

bued on the vote.
overall

he works to

on an important comroi
ttee

than be is in the privacy of a conmittee
For the reader's

a Congress-

his votes on the House Floor.

the pressures

The League of Conservation

votes

tip of an iceberg

is the

A Cungressman I s behavior

fftr more im~act than

penonal

It

call

that

only one of many ways that

lave or diQ,lttroythe environment.
and the Up I9&Y be

roll

BY THE LEAGUE OF CONSERV)!~TION VOTERS

..

f4,'M.

Address

(dLM

JoeBrowder.Tre.:':r /
Gary Soucie

Cha1nren.

for the Steering

Davi d Brower

George 1\1 oerscn

Conmittee:

•

Yesterday morning more than 175,000 mothers looked down on the vague uncomprehending eyes of their
newborn babes. Today a similar number are doing likewise, and tomorrow and the next day. All the babies
look very much the same, differing but slightly in the
color of those vague eyes or their strange small bodies,
otherwise so much the same whather the child first
senses the light of day in Saigon, Rome, or Savannah.
These are the children of the earth, each day in every
land they come, insistently in such numbers, the daily
host reproducing the human species the world over.
Each day, on the average, there are a few more than
the day before. So it is known to have been for the
last three centuries. Before that we do not really know,
except that there were once, millennia ago, the first
few scattered groups of men and women, the OJ'jginal
ancestors from whom today's two billion and more
have sprons.
So great a company of newborn children, freed from
the darkness of their mother's womb, become day af·
ter day a IiYiiJa part oFiheenvlroDmlDt hita which
acb of them baa
strength will be theirs, and
WI.II
tIMiIlialso. Wlthln the span of merely

_.Its

two lifetimes, the size 0 this daily oncoming of people has tripled. Part of the saying of Jesus, "Blessed
are the meek; for they shall inherit the earth," has been
fulfilled. Today humanity, in great and growing numbers, is crowded upon most of the habitabie areas of
the earth, but man's occupancy is marked neither by
meekness nor by understanding. The Psalmist who wrote
"His soul shall dwell at ease; and his seed shall inherit
the earth," experienced a hope for mankiad that has
been questioned gravely by the course of human events. A child who was born two lifetimes ago, even
though he were endowed with the ultimate gifts of
prophecy, could not have foretold the developments
which, in a sense, are the apotheosis of all previous
history. Within so short a space of time, or within six
generations, the numbers of people on the earth have
increased from approximately seven hundred million
to more than two billion. Continents even recently uninhabited have been "conquered" and sapped of their
natural resources. Man's inheritance of the earth is now
in truth a completed fact, but as heir he has disregard.
ed the words of the gentle Nazarene and has already
des!
ed _large part of his inheritance. He has failed

so far to recognize that he is a child of the earth and
that, this being so, he must for his own survival work
with nature in understanding rather than in conflict.
In the recognition of his failures in the past lies his hope
for the future and his avoidance of the day of destruction that is drawing nearer and nearer as each day
passes.
So as we look back on yesterday's children and criticize, remember one of the most important things:
we are today's children and will we be able to with.
stand the criticism when we become yesterday'sj;
.. David 1. Marchant
NATURAL CHILDBIRTH .

I
i

New York (LNS) .. For women who are having trouble locating doctors who encourage "natural child.
birth," there is a society in New York who will help
you by supplying lists of accredited teachers of the
"Lamaze Method" and may be able to give you the
name of a doctor.
Contact: ASPO (American Society for Psycho-Proph#is
in abs.) 36 West 96th Street, New York, N.Y.

o",e. friends!
L., us mak. a stone , , Can we not resist this
OfJlagion, whatever its nature and virulence
be-i-uihether moral
.pid.mic or cosmic.Jorcer-RoMA1N
ROLLAND, Above the Bottle.
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Ther«

wha soy, "W. are skillful aI fIl(Jf'shallmg Iroaps;
we or. skillful aI c<mdNCling boItles:' They ar'CII;:·lIIinalS.
-MENCIUS (died about 289 B.C.), in Tsi.. Si...
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Th« rigJu way 10 r'M Iyrllll"y is ... , 10 kill lhe IyrIIIlJ. hIla
r'
to coop".al, ;" /sis 1yrtJ7J..y.-A. FENNEIl.BROCKWAY,M.P.
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I .. ~0llI',Ih.... Iio .. of iftImrIJIianol bbligotiOfl uw "try s/rOflgly
f,ll. No ....... WlI$ cOflsid",d just fIIhich had 7JOI b, ... offitiolljl
d,clartd; aIld "'''' i..Ih, CIUI of _s witllbubarilms,
III. R01fl<J
/sisIoriGIIs of '''' disctus 1M Stlf/idm<y or i7JslIIfici,!,cy of Ih, 1II0MIS with a cOflSciIttJioIU swlrily a 1II0dem /sislono7J cOflld llardly
_
Stlrp:"s. Th, IIJI". Gr .. k <md LaM writings occasionally cOfllm..
-..illl$ wltich exhibit a cOflsidmzblt prOgrlSS i..lhis sph"... Th.
•
sol, l,ginllllJl, objecl of _.
bolh CI<".o OM. Soli..." dtclar.d 10 ;.
~ 0.. os~.d
Ptoe•.-Uu:XY,
History of E ....aptlJlt ~ortJ!s.
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COfIsider Ihis, b.IOfJ.d, lhal 0fI aceo.... , of prival. pos$lssi....
~ exirt. Iowsuilf' "'lIIinlS, discords, wars a!"o"!? !"'~'.
riolO"-' dis~
sm.nons agcunsl one another, offences, .nns, .mqlUhes, murders.
0.. acco...., of whal' On acc~ ..nt of whal w •• ac~ POSSISS.. L.t
us Ih"..for., br.'hr""
obslOl" from the pOSSlS$1on of pnval.
property or frotJl the 10fJ. of it if we may nol fro"'K"S
oS$lssion.·'L.
-ST. AUGUSTINE,Commentary to Psalm CXXXI.
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sistelS march off to this thing called wac,.,
Will it ever stop? Will it ever end?
"
God. please help us for we aIe no longel men.

ti

(l.,

j

I

1'/

~

the mores are raised_..

.

The logic of one age is not thaI of another.
11 is OfJe of the
eh.. f us.ful purposes of a study of tile mor.s to learn to discern in
them Ih. ope,:a!ion of traditional error, prevailing dogmas, logical
fallacy, delu$1on, and current false IStimatcs of goods worth strivIng for.-WILLIAM
GRAHAM SUMNER, Folkways.

'

. As th.r. is no square inch in space 10 w.hich Ihe low of gravnty
not as necessary as to any other square Inch, so there is no porn of
moral universe to whic/t Ihe royal law of love is lilJf''';f::''?sLlilt t J...., td any otAd portitJ4 til{ It.-ELIHU BURRITT,in The
and of Brolherhood.
Novembel', 1846.
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l&

ll.

4" ,.1'" f\. t' f
I'\. l\ ~". •

ing for you and me, my brother.
"',
.. :
Day aftel day, more and more of OUiblOthtlS and ".

The armi.s of peace, lik.the hosts of war. must have an advance
guard a forlorn hope. which fIlay fall while I.ading the way to
assaul, and victory.
But in Ihis. as in other cas.'s, the post of .
danger is the post of honor. And who would not WISh to share thai
honor'
Who. after the glorio ..s victory shall b. won. will nol
wish to hwe been among Ihe few who firsl unfurled the consecraled banner of peac.,-EDWARD
PAYSON, 1782-1827.

to, or dissent from,

l~'
~
I'.\
l
.l..~
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and amelioration.
The trained reason and conscience never have
h.avier tasks laid upon thelll than where questions of conformity

I~,~

,~~

,.

/I is by no means to be inf.rr.d that everyone who s.ts hi",self
at war with the Iraditional mor.s is a h.ro of social correction

~f
.;

~J""( {'
t, ".(

thing our own minds and souls have constlUcted.
A victim of OUIown man-made sin.
~
• \.
And somehow Ifeel it will be our end, \'
".
I No matter what color or race we may be, it's in
~
all of our bodies, souls. and minds,
~ • •
This thing called W31is something everyone must
face It's all part of the human rat-race.
Satan put it there and it's up to us to get it out.
So, God. please help us if you can to decide whic
is light and wrong; but until you do,
War wiO go on and on...

,•\ \t II}J. ~
~'~

fL..

t~.i.0l'~K
-'ItJ~j"~,\

1\ They are ringing for you, my sistel, and they are nng·

.. ' (\. tC I \
'

\T~iS Thing CalledWar "

I -

"

11

If we would for a moment drea", that we may abolish war by
Stlppl ....... ting tllese historic OllIotions by olhers more b",eficent.
by lurning into newer chann.ls tile waters which have flowed so
long in these heroic ways, then we must pUI ours.lv.s to ilIa
discover and substitute id.as, to let loose other emolions, 10 find
incenlives which shall S.ellI as strenuous. as heroic, as nobl. and
os well worth while as those which have sustained this long struggle of warfare.-JANE
ADDAMS,to the National Peace and Arbitration Congress, New York, 1907.
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4Lookout,heleltcom~sagam.
'll..lII((1
Don't try to IUn flOmlt.mybrother,
tli l
It will eventually get you in the end. 4
It'.evetllwhmyougO;it'severyWheleYOUIOOk~'
Cll1IlPua,1lll~n
..to1tlit hooks\
~... ..
It'.. """' ..........
'1hDtr tml mak.. the _. "'ilk

,. • ~. r t'l"\.

\

:

try not figJuing. LeI's see -whal thai will do.
HORAC~ !RAUBEL, in The COMeroalor.
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They soy 10 ;"" If ;"e refuse 10 fight, wiil ;U, go 10 h.1I
logoth"..
1 soy 10 Ihelll: If we agree 10 fight, we'll all go to llell'og.'her.
~
WI'"e tried fighting. Are yo .. satisfi.d with whal fighling lias

"

, • "

t
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Would you end war!
Cr.ate gr.aI Peace •••
JAM'ESOPPENHEIM'

Ll'r I,"~1'(,

~,

~ig~t dQ,es not trav.l in a straight Une in those parts of the
unlverse"where
th.ere is grrwitation. but its path is c.. ro.d Uke
that ~f. heavy ob}ects.-ALBERT
EIII$TEIN, Theory of G.... eral
RelallV.ty.

t
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bled on since those gagged days.
e crossing of city ways:
ind has filled with thoughts lhal
life; and you're a man repriev.d
Time, with joy 10 spare.
War's a bloody go....•..
in of the War thai you'll nlfJer
'months

yo..

held

th.

sector

aI

•• d and dug, and piled sandbags
lhe st.nch
fronl-Iine lrmch-and chill with a hop.less
011going to happen again'"

rI.... ,

IIoggard faces of your ...... ,
hose ash ... grey
,.,,,, and kind and goy'

IIIIJI you'll tJefJer

SASSOON'SPicltw, Show
'shers, E. 1'. Duttoo

but endless WAR
sti II breed?

-Milton

I am tired and sick of war. Its glory

Is all moonshine. It is only those who

have neither fired a shot nOI heard the

din b.fore the atlacksian thaI seized aM shook you

of Ihe spring

For what can WAR

and Co.}

shrieks and groans of the wounded who
cry aloud for hlood, more vengeance,
more desolation. War is hell.

••• and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks: nation shall not
lift up a sword against nation, neither shall they learn war
any more.
MICAH
Things are in the saddle and ride mankind.
EMERSON

W.1I icr.M S\w.rrl\Ql\.

Blessed are the meek: for tbey shall
inherit the earth.'
Blessed are they which do hunger
and thirst after righteo'Jsoess: for they
shall he filled.
Blessed are the merciful: for they
shall obtain mercy.
Blessed are the pure in heart: for
they shall see God.
Blessed are the peacemakers: for
they shall he called the children .o~God,

V,J-9

The human race had the wisdom to create science and art; why
should it not he capable to create a world of justice, brotherliness and peace? The human race has produced Plato, Homer,
Shakespeare, and Hugo, Michelangelo and Beethoven, Pascal
and Newton, all these human heroes whose genius is only
the contact with the fundamental truths, with the innermOst
essence of the universe. Why then should the same race not
pr¢uce those leaders capahle of leading it to those form~ of
communal life which ale closest to the lives and Ibe harmony
of the universe?
LEON BLUM
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What's in a Name ... ?

What motivated the picketing of the Board of Edueatlon recently! Could it be becaUlle the "concerned citi-"
did not want their children to ride bl18e8? to
echooIs which were too far away to walk! That is what
ODe would Imagine after readiJllr the signs.
But look
at the whole picture: the B\acks have been busing their
Idds to schools halfway across town for years because
there were no Black aehools in the neighborhood. Where

:-=

were U- good 1adies then! The truth is, these people
don't waDt their ehildren to sit In the same room with
a Nepo. What they may not be aware of Is this: no
matter when! they 80 there wiD be b1ackB (not enough of
tbmI thouIh to reaDy Kenc!anIer" their children). At
I am woncIerina who wiD be more danaeroua
after
~
lOua The
oor. day
IABt2r
flewtheInto

Itarted,
SavaDDllb
to talkourto infamous
the C0ncerned CitIRDa ~tlcm
about the -Problem." They
hope to haw a .tate law pa-.I nllllifyiu the federal
law. (Rew_ that one, blItorJ faDS' It wu one of
the aajor _
'" the Civil War. H.ven knows this
-lr1 baa -...
trouble without anotber war to
WWI7 about). .,.... people who are trybur to bep the
IdIooI ~
.......
atIed • pcwib!e, which may lead
to uuot'wr aajor cU9IGon In oar PCIIlIIIatlon, are the
...
b7puu1 ... that babble about natlonaI UDilv. (The
...
-.
~ tM waJ'. who eslebcate the Coufdll'llCJ
wtulJI f.b'Ialf Old mar, CIIIt froat).
What tIdI_tI1 ~ _ -.. than aDYtItlDc Ia
IFI .,14"
TOIl
ean't J1IdIw a boaIl ~ Ita _
j1llt
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88 you can't judge a person by his color.
I made an interestinR' discovery one afte1"Doon a f~w months aeo, !
was a bigot in a way: I thought evervone with a flat-top
and overalls was a red-neck and hated kids with long
hair. Then, one day out bv Rod¥'s. the ear hit a bump
and something started makinlr noises.
I didn't know
much about ears so all I could do was stop and feel bad.
Thirty seconds later a man and his wife, both looking
pretty red. stopped and in five minutes he had the ear
workiJllr. He didn't ask for money and just drove off
with a smile. This showed me that yOU can't judge a
person by his lookB.
U everYone who hated blacks would take the time
to know one, there wouldn't be any racial trouble. The
II8IDe Is true for Jews, Catholics, "red-necks, Indians,
Mexieans and lUIYOJIe eIae. Anyone who feels that another person is inferior because of race, reliJrion, or nationality is just trying to project his own inadequacies
on a -PI!llOIlt
The CCA is like a branch of the KKK. They would
like to see thinn continue the same as always: two separate nations, Black and White, with separated laws and
standards of living. The _
have /lOt to come toaetber 80lIl8 day, be It a peaceful intesrration or a violent
conflict; the I'lICeII wfIl meet aM whlln thev do there has

to bs more than a tolerance. There has to be a ll!Du!ne
love and undentandhqr .
P1ease try to remember that we are all brothers;
we are aD equal UIIder God and if it Ie IlOOdenough for
the Lord It ill IlOOd UIIlUlrh for me.
Ira Glffen,_I!IlI •
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bowing be about.
almost
p10bably
ldcked Because
out of Savannah
llllI\ IifaIi Iclwols these days, even If

llfaiW«I<fIll
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discipline is the gattway
to knowledge." _.. Spiro 1: .Agnew

~~~~=~5:Y:worth~
~
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-n-._I"'arental

No wonder high school students seldom learn much
bout SocmIes or Jesus. Or Beethoven or Buddha - or
~

•
•
•
•

. ..

!lis ears,

taper it back, and wear
men would have to be categorized as disrup-

uences - th y had minds of their own and dared

to act on their inner promptings. Socrates. at the guiding
of his inner voice, had the unmitigated gall to defy the
whole city of Athens. Jesus tossed the money-changers
ton their noses (and incidentally was crucified as a
olutlonsry) Greatness does not seem to thrive 00.
mindless conformity. and it is sad, bordering on tragic.
to see fanatical attention to trivia enforced in the name
of education.
It may be a risky generalization to assert that Socrates
was the greatest educator the world has ever known. but
It may also be true. It sounds a bit out of place in t~iS

MIRRORED:
All Bibles or saaed codes hlM been Ire causes of
Ire folloMng Fnors:
L lhIt MBn 1m tv.o real existq principles:
Viz: a Body and a Soul.
2. 1hIt Energy, caII'd Evil, i1alone from the
Body; and that Reaut, caU'd Good, is alone from the soul.
3. That God..;n torTrent Mm in Eternity for
f~
his EroeJ»es.
IkJt Ire followiJ1l Contraries to these are True:
I. MIn liz; no Body distinct fran his SaIl· for
that caII'd Body IS a portion of SaIl discerned by the flYe Sen5es, Ire chief inlets
of
In this age.
l Energy Ire OI"IIy bfe BIId IS fran the Body;
the brurd or outward circumference of Energy.
1 Eragy
Eternal Deblhl

- ",m.rm 814kR,

"1M MNri.,. of H_

MId Hefl"

I
•

technologically astounding age to rave about the beauties of the Socratic dialogue, but what could be more
miraculous than the student uncovering the truths hid-

past. and try to protect what has already been eroded away. Above all, the children must be prevented from any
searching awareness of the kind of times they live in .-

den within himself with
e xe~erent help of the teac:l1;c
er·mlllwif.' 1iIld wIlat
more o~
t.e tIla
process
erdi
em of sit-dolib-and-sbut·
up-and-do-the -buaywork-J·gIVe.you-and-above·a!l·don
•
do-anything. that -isn 't -Good-Ci t izeoship-which -a ctuall Y:

they might di
OUt pf the fo

thalt4u

means-do-what-we-tell-you-to-do?

Perhaps, it isn't trivia after all that is being enforced under the auspices of the do-what-we-tell-you
system. In
fact, it seems to be a matter of life or death for a way of
life approaching its death throes. (Or is it a way of death
facing the traumas of rebirth") It isn't trivial for a tradition-bound and spiritually bankrupt society to force conformity on its children. The old ways are being threatened -. the urban swash is upon us and the media make it
difficult to pretend that drastic change isn't taking place.

orl

tlle

floor has alrea<lX
be schooled nOt t

rt,llVt

ertam y, zea
S
et s an angry ra lea s wou 0
well to inform their cause with an attempt to understand
the kinds of fears that lead to this kind of defensively enforced conformity
.. unless they delude themselves about
their ability to build a new society. But that
derstanding, not to mention its fruits, seems
removed into the mists of the future. In the
while fear runs rampant in the schoolhouse
dent thought is branded as subversive, short

kind of unfrighteningly
meantime,
and indepenhair and pro-

priety remain the earmarks of successful education.
tes would never have made it!
.. Nancy Pettersen

-

Socra-

So it's time to jump to the defences, arm the fort of the

EVIL
DEVIL

Despite the theoretical opposition of monotheism
to
dualism, the monotheism of the West became ethical
monotheism - and evil is profoundly problematic
in a
universe governed by a single God both beneficent and
omnipotent.·
If, then, one is to believe that evil is either an illusion or an expedient of the Godhead, there
is no motivation for the strenuous effort against it
which both Hebrew and Christian moralities demand.
In a universe of ethical monotheism evil must then be
considered as an effective and highly dangerous rebellionof the creature against the Creator. But the energy
with which this rebellion

is hated and opposed

by

those on lhe side of light can of itself endow the reo
bel with godlike power (i.e., Charlse Manson. Ed. in·
sertlOn) One has to be turned into a god to be elem·
lIy damned. And there is always the concurrent
dan.
ger that, in such a battle, God himsi:lf may be turned
into the Devil. ThIS. then, is the paradox that the
greater our ethical idealism, the darker is the shadow
that we cast,and that eWcaI monotheism became, in

LIVE
LIVED

attitude if not in theory, the world's
dualism.

most startling

- Alan Walts,

The Two Hands o[ God
"Consider Lucretius' proposition: There exists evil and
su[[ering in the world. Also, there exists a Godhead that
is beneficent, omniscient, and omnipotent. From these
premises arise several paradoxes: I[ Got! is good, why
then is there evil and su[[ering? Why can He not eliminate such wretclred conditions? I[ He cannot do so,
then He is not omnipotent, He is impotent. On the 0ther hond, if He [ails to apprehend evil and su[[ering,
then He is not omniscient, all-knowing. Yet i[ He does
in [act recognize evil and can prevent it but does not,
then He is malicious; or if He refuses to prevent evil
and su[[ering, then He is perverted. However, i[ the
original premise that God is beneficent, omnipotent,
and omniscient is held to be true, why then i' there
evil and su[fering? (Ed. insertion)
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What Others
May Not See!
If each man's secret, unguessed care
Werewritten on his brow,
HDw many would our pity

share

Whohave our envy now!
And if the promptings of each heart
No artifice concealed,
How many trusting friends would start
A t what they saw revealed?

-Anon.

Truth can never be told so as to be understood, and
not be believ'd.
- Blake

-
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Local Bank Started by the Mob

/

(

I

Old Headquarters

for Boardmeetings,

etc.

"~J} IN

THE

Owned by the Mob
A Frontman's
f am writing this article as a pilot to a complete expose on a tight group of greedy, grasping gangsters and
their hired frontmen who have literally "taken" Savannah for everything they could for the last 4 decades
Knowledgeable insiders have reported some of the
facts and figures that would bring the citizens of Savannah "up-in-arms" against these so-called up-standing people. As these widely separated estirnstes were
revealed, it is apparent that no one really knows the
total extent of the gang's "take-over." Following their
successful procedures in attacking legitimate business
enterprises and local land owners, these vampires of
society are skilled in secreting themselves behind a complicated network of dummy corporations, pistol-partnerships, frightened frontmen and money-hungry opportunists.
Extensive investigations on various members of this
"mob" has repeatedly shown a pat/em of either tnfiltration or complete dominance of several legitimate
fields including: the vending machine business of all
types, including the cigarette machines and juke boxes; the operation of nightclubs and bars.
That's right, right here in our own un protesting community, Savannah, we are being regularly taken to the
cleaners for everything from our finances to the welfare and being of Our local youth! This is being accornplished through the use of "front people" who are com.
pletely (rusted by the public as a means to own and operate these various legitimate interests and offices.
For several years illegal money has been "skimmed"
off the tops of local gambling tables and has been deposited ill the local bank which is owned and operated by this gang. These tax free funds have been used
to purchase or control some of our local establishments,
what WaSl1't used for their own hanky-panky lust cravings. Bloody profits from narcotics, prostitution, and
gambling are used f) lighten their grip on Savannah,
most specially in he way of dmgs.

Place of Business

cal offices have made deals with this group to insure
their election.
Probably, most of the younger generation of Savannah won't appreciate or really understand much of this
article, but I am positive that a number of the older
and supposedly up-standing citizens will comprehend
it with the greatest of tamuianty. Relief for the local
youth of Sava nah is on the way because, gentlemen,
"your days are numbered in your games of graft, blackmail, and deceit, even if the wine did taste sweet. I
write as I please and let the chips fall where they ma.v,
rather the "bowling pins.
.. David I. Marchant

·READING YOU'RE
NEEDING?
Yes, Savannah, it's time we begin to push these "executive" gangsters who are quiet business minded frontmen
who deal in our legal matters and/or contracts, corporate
fronts and images of respectability. These people are
twisting our laws to protect their operation and rake in
their profits, using everything from "goon" tactics to
blackmail to suave management.
What call and will be done to stop these society "leech.
es"?
Local, state, and even federal law enforcement agencies
are hampered in their efforts. Politicians and law enforcernent officers who are bought-off by these people are quick ood careful to claim that such an organization doesn't
exist and that irs just some type of propaganda tu overthrow the local government. Freque ntly, moo in-higk le-.

C heck out Charley
STRAICHT~
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Ity ~: ===:;es
in the teeth.
Bread is 'never fully digested,

Food and Nutritiat

literal yeall lID wIdIe I was living in London, I entIltalned • a dInaer lJUllSl a young doctor newly ar-

I\Wd from India, he complimented my hoapltality In
tIIIlnlmltable Indian maJlller, and to my surprise in~
whether I had prepared all the food with my

_banda.

Indian friend soon enlightened me, "I have lookOftr Jl'oce~ore," he said, "but everything in
piebt. not possible for Indian man to eat such stuff."
t time I visited tile store, I took a long look at
IIIcIf after shelf of packaged and processed foods, and
well understood the doctor's dilemma. In this gimmick
sick world, the products that snap-crackle-and-pop, the
flip top, the handy container. these are the criteria of
quality .. whatever happened to food?
Nutrition is the missing Iink that has been carefully
atlllClured oul of our diet. The dictionary defines nutrition as "the supplying and receiving of nourishment."
Surely, this quality must be found in bread!
Consult any cookbook and you will find the basil! rectpe offlour-yeast-sugar and water, sail may be added
Ifdesired, and a small quantity of shortening to keep
the bread moist. This 1$ a imple recipe of few ingredi.em., not dlflIcuIt to make at home .. but visit any superllllItetand)'ou wiIl/lJlll a manufactured product also
..
....

bread, however, comes

~u

.. the IImple mgre.

:I'04IlIIII ~

spoilage." Spoilage, howls an unfOrI1inIt* chlllce of a word to find on a
food package, and Just recently has had a change of

unage -

It

now "pseserves freshness."

Manufaclured bread contains one chemical that acts
as a raising agent, another that prevents shrinkage, one
to preserve moisture, and so on. Other things have hap.
pened to bread: it is whipped inlo a consistency of
sponge rubber, but WOlle yet, the 1I0ur itself has been
bleached and robbed of the vitamin rich wheat germ ..
Good bread is hard to find; so why not try home oaxmg for a change? Use whole wheat 1I0ur and baker's
yeut. Stone ground wheat flour if possible .. the stone
presses don't press out as much of the wheat germ as

It is one of the most common causes of constipation.
The.protein

of the bread is ~efectively

absorbed.

It causee rickets in children,
It causes celiac disease in children.
It causea steatorrhea
It causee ulcerative

in adults.
colit!s.

It is ODe of the causes of conjunctivitis,
It is a factor in bronchitis

tt t u
illa p rat
iUtSrs
WORST

an eye disease .

and pneumonia.

It causes gastric

irritstion.

It is the greateet

culprit in causing

allergiee.

coffee

Bread is a common cause of hives, eczema and migraines.
It leads to hardening

of the arteries

and heart trouble.

On top of all this there are 4 or 5 dangerous

chemical

additives

used in the baking of bread ... and they call this "The Staff of
Life." ...
It is people like those who write songs called "I Like
Lemonade,"
who perpetuate
this fallaey. I say. and will say
again and again and again, if you wish to take years from your
life, eat bread or any other product made from wheat or rye except of course wheat germ and bran.
November,

CAFE

1959, Prevention Magazine

steel ones do. If not
PiUab~
tlOUS of ~_
than
A/Jo, fresh JIUIt
can be bought lit GOt ~
S. Vbut first few loaves
may not turn out just right lind your home baleed
bread isn't going to taste like the "store bought
bread." the pap that clutter grocery shelves, and
you may even have to get used to tasting bread for
a change .• real wholesome bread!

\\1101e_d

-- Sheilah Stratton

•

Recommended Reading: Health for the Millions,
Food Combining Made Easy, and Fasting Can Save
YOIl' Life. all three by Dr. Herbert Shelton in paperbacks printed by Natural Hygiene Press. Inc.

from

the

Kitchen

REVOLUTIONARY & FORGOTTEN WOMEN IN HISTORY
by Off

Our

Backs

BALTIMORE, Md. (LNS) -- Florence Howe is
thinking th:ough the idea of putting pamphlets
toget~er WhICh WO~ld deal (in 50-100 pages) with
the 11ves and achIevements of revolutionary women
and ~orgotten·.women in history. The pamphlet will
be a1med' at-h1gh schoof students and college freshmen ~d wo~n.
I~ you are interested in helping
her Wlt~ thls'proJ:ct -- or with organiZing a
c~llec~1ve aro~d It -- or with researching, writ i ng , 'l'J.1ustratlng,and editing, 'or with' the
actual publishing, conta~t Florence at 5504 Greenspring Ave., BaltimQre, Md. 21209.

YES, EVEN IN
SAVANNAH!!

RATTLIN' THEM POTS
AND MENu.!
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Fell ini '5

"I could say that declining Rome was quite similar to our
world today, the same fury of enjoying life, the same violence, the same lack of moral principles and ideologies,
the same despair and the same self-complacency." And
further, "Mankindremains ever the same, and the principal characters of the story seem up to date. Encolpius and Ascyltus, two students who are hal~ bourgeois provincials, haIf beatniks, such as we can see in
our times on the Spanish Steps in Rome, or in Paris,
Amsterdam and London, go from one adventure to
another - even the most reckless - without the slightest IlllDOrse, with the natural innocence and splendid
vitality of two young animals."

MEAN

Scenes

In' the circle the beginning and the end are common.

SA1YRICORN

Procession after procession, a technique used throughout Fellini's ftIms, take the two deeper and deeper into
darker and darker caverns in the world of hog in trough
slough in which sensual pleasure has no measure. For as
Dr. H. M. Shelton puts it, "Perverted desires are insatiable. The more they are indulged, the more they demand.
Overworked pleasures bring weakness and disease in their
train. Innocence seems alost treasure.
The background for the first scene is a waU smudged
with grafitti _ markings of those myriad bodies and their
yearnings for power and lust, the same now as then. Encolpius and Ascyltus (who somewhat resmeble Conrad's
Kuru: and Marlow in Heart of Darkness _ one brutal and
sadistic, the. other inner driven and searching) then battle
for a boy whom E. hopes to be at one with yet finds he
only loses him to his more domineering opponent and
colleague, A. Time and again E. seeks some identity; yet
again and again he fails. He fails in the fusion of sexes
journeying to the lonely desert with the albino hermaphrodite in the baby carriage like Rosemary's Baby. E.
tries to dessert his companion A. and yet he finds he is
trapped into fighting with him. Still again E. fails when

Time is a child moving counters in a game; the royal
power is a child's.
- Heraclitus

Fellinfs free adaptation of Petronius' Satyricom is a
cornucopia of monstrosities. Perhaps, ugliness in its extremities promises some hope of beauty, something akin to Mary Shelley's Frrrkenstein: behind the mask of
hideous grotesque ugliness lies beauty. Fellini theatricalizes what he visualizes in a dreamlike state of monstrous
montage after montage. Dreamlike, yes, yet in answer to
some critics' attack on Fellini's technique, the film's intention is in travelling through a maze of inner geography,
and as the mind wanders past image after image and symbol after symbol in a picaresque jaunting that becomes
more and more haunting, the characters must unify the
episodic drifting through what critics like Moravia complain of as mechanization and repetition. As Antonioni
put it when questioned about the mechanization of characters in his film Zabriskie Point, directors on the continent have gone beyond the idea of acting in films.
Further, in answer to criticism of Fellini being to expressionistic and subjective, Petroni us' work itself does
not adhere to any strict codes of "realism," Quite often
Petroni
dulges in long passages of rhetoric. Demands
ut on Fellini's film to be realistic are irrelevant to the
film's movement through the inner zones of conscious~ss. As for the criticism that Felllnt'seeks through sub....,~
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here againcritics fail to realize the film's intentions. By
eing bizarre and grotesque Satyricom detaches its
viewers and gives them some way for evaluating history. The film is imbued with Petronius' sense of paganism which is Fellini's aim: "What interests me is
the pagan attitude to life before the coming of the

Christianconscience. One discovers this in Petronius

and it is the chief thing that I will borrow from the
text which otherwise is but the fragment of the narra-

tive."

Fellini does often favor religious tones: La Dolce Vita,
La Strada, and Juliet of the Spirits reveal his transcendentalism, man being inherently monstous yet redeem-

able through love (La Strada), or through understanding (Juliet), or perhaps is unredeemable (La Dolce Vita).
In the end of La Dolce Vita the Fra Angelico angelic faced girl who had attracted the movie star's eyes earlier

beckons to him across an estuary; however, the movie

star cannot clearly hear her and then turns to go back
with the jaded jet set. He would have had to cross the
waters of regeneration to redeem himself, but the call
to redemption is inaudible to his ears which have become spiritually deafened.

Out of discord comes the fairest harmony.
Fellini admits to science fictionalizing Satyricom, delving deeply into the problems of inner awareness and i.
dentity - deeply but not obscurely. Encolpius and Asyltus, the principal characters, give unity to the encircling
episodic swirls of action that are like Dante's journey
through the Inferno hellishly haunting, disorienting, con.
fusing. However, the rebellious youthful Sl rits of the
two students cavort and prance through eve. kind of
chance and mischance. Scene after scene stylizes sloth,
acc/die, failure of motivation. Accidie is not a sin to be
relegated to times B.C. - accidie is one of the Seven
Deadly Sins plaguing man as much today as then, perhaps moreso now at a time when tradition, value, or.
der, and identity have all been undergoing a state of collapse with revolution posed as the only solution. We are
now witnessing the same sort of degeneration of our nation ae Rome once confronted. FeDinl states the parallel:

tested in making love, this time to a woman, and his sexual'identity finds now that he is impotent. A failure at
homo- and hetero- and mono- sexuality, he finds him-
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self in a mule's state of limbo. A girl sets his com panionship back in harmony with A. with her strange harplike laughter. Finally, E. retoms to Mother Earth for
,.J1;l·f..':r~e11e~Pf'.efrirth.

People do not understand how much that which is at
variance with itself ll!J1'eeswithitself. There is a harmony
in the bending back, as in the case with the bow and
the lyre.
What is so marvelous about E. journey to be free is
that he maintains in the maddening repetitions and
monotonies. The hog in trough slough dangerously
tempts man ou t of spiritual health letting him slide
into a deluded polluted easy comfortable secure life
style of wealth and guile ("A poor man," the noble

lord cries in his court, "there is n such thing!") no

longer valuing struggle and suffen
as means to happiness. For there can be no true he piness without
so"ow. Man's problems of false ego and peimrMe
(masks) are perrenial te
'e';~ns to his essence/identity. We are aUconsta .. ",
'it in playing games
and roles, unless, of course, SOlTIl -ry fewof us have
actually managed to transcend as '; finally does. He

comes to realize that he can leave tnt; 'and's excesses

and travel to freedom with the liberated slaves who have
kept contact with Mother Earth knowing her true worth.
They leave the vultures to their legacy of devouring carrion carrying on their depraved necrophyliac taste for
greed and death.
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The conflict of innocence of youth and its duality, experience of age must somehow be united to find a way
home. And E., whose soul had long been on the roam,
.does in the end taste the fluid of oneness: the way up
and the way down are one and the same. All throughout the movie fantastic shadings of opposite colors jux,taposed in either immediate scenes or directly contrated within frames along with concrete shapes build symbolism beyond any drug experience. The symbolism of
colors .md forms blends into an incredible cinemagraphic performance. In the end the glimmer of fresco
freezes time, and on the aesthetic level the principals
are found through all of their maddening journey of
. dark shadings to have ground in years.

j

CATCHY CATCH
Catch - 22 managed to pull off war as both horrar and

comedy (or should it be insanity?) Perhaps, the truest
and best humor starts at the gallows, that insane moment in which one either laughs or flips out. And so it
is in Catch - 22: the only sane characters are those who
are considered insane. It brings you to the point raised
: by Erich Fromm in The Sane Society - how does one
measure sanity in an insane society? Or like Dostoev. sky's The Idiot in which the hero is misunderstood so
much to being considered a foolish impractical idiot,
although his vision is far above those surrounding him.
The dream imagery in Catch - 22 did become a bludgeon. It began to seem a contrivance for shock and not
aesthetic effect. However, I suppose getting the point
across to audiences like Savannah's, Nicols was justified in his repetition.
Catch - 22 is a more sophisticated anti-war film than
say MASH with all of its slapstick humor. Catch - 22
manges to get at the essence of the military-industrial
machine in incisive style: imperialism and capitalism
are clearly revealed as the core of the military's conquest with cock on dunghill fools let loose on rampages of mindless destruction. Catch - 22 is a good

, manual fot military instOlction L

II has been in Savannah for over two months now;
yet if you somehow missed it on this run, be sure to
catch it next time around.

Can man through excess of perversions (symbolism
equated to polymorphous perversity) ever hope to achieve innocence? Can man unify his many selves in
the face of a montage of monstrosities of vice and
vice's price - must man go mad before he can become
sane? Satyricom poses these problems and do the
Beatles answer them with the line, "Once there was a

way to get back home"? Fellini, it seems to me, says

Yes! to these problems of existence. For once he affirms on the aesthetic level the humanistic hungers
for identity and value, two of man's.greatest philosophical problems - today as then, yes especially today in years...
- Bill Strong
(with credit also to Max Oxenbanler's review in Winter-of Film Quarterly.)
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So there you go you local freaks
17l be gone 100 Ihis place reeks

So freak out brolher and split

for the woods
In years to come you'll wish you
could.
gel some culture

Blopped

The paper you did was all raps
Your paper goes out wilh no laps

r- __J"'; ~

Music my friend is what we dig
Flipped way out beyond the pIgs

Zonk!
I shan 'I forgel it wasn '1100 bad
But see in Savannah its just a
screaming '-- fad
lts nothing but politics (bummer) • {{

Dear fellow freaks,
My husband and I and our close friends have been living in Savannah for 2 months now. Since my husband is
in the army I can't give you our address or first names,
I'm sure you can dig our paranoia. One of your salesmen
laid a late issue of "Albion's Voice" on us today. Needless to say, we really got good vibes from the dude. Any·
way, we've been pretty isolated from the hip scene, since
most of the freaks we have seen here look like pseudohipsters, playing the hip game to be cool. We live it and
it's no game, it's OUf reality. When we went to see "Wood_
stock" at the cinema theater, we were the only hard core
freaks there, all the others were dressed up in their mod
clothes. Money is a hassle, the more possessions you have,
the less physical freedom you have. If you want the fresd
dam to move around and experience new environments
and people, the less you have the more mobile you are.
Wewant peace and love and we live peace and love. We
want real people, not ego trippers. Of course, we don't
condemn anyone and we just wish people would learn.
By publishing your magazine you are trying to change
things and that's good. But sometimes Iquestion your
motives. My rap is not meant to piss you off, Iam just
relating the truth as Isee it. By calling the police pigs
and the townspeople rednecks, you only piss them off
and increase their hatred and irrationality concerning
fru,
from smack freaks to wired up speed freak'; to
~-.-tIlllIllkllHi\ellew-_~fMlft-lle< ... 't itfo1\ow th&t
there are maay different types of "rednecks" and
;\'pigs"? Now, I don't pretend to say that I feel comfortable in this town, we don't hassle anyone, yet we
get stares and nasty comments just because of our

Pax and Soul,
KazuMorc

dress and my lack of make-up and bra, BUT let's
keep things in perspective. Let's learn from their mistakes. Change cannot be forced; everyone is entitled
to their own opinions and it takes patience and a real
attempt to communicate to change people's heads. I
hope you can dig where I'm at. Show them that you
do believe that all men are created equal and that all
men are brothers. All men, including those who oppress. Don't you think "pigs" are oppressed? They
are just as much a product of Ihis sick society as you
and me. Read Joan Baez's rap in June Playboy and
take heed. Ibeg you in the name of freedom for all
men, don't be so radical that it turns people off, good
people who might otherwise be friends with influence
to help us be treated as equals, rather than dirty communists. We all have freedom in our heads, but our physical freedom is being oppressed and the more we rebel,
the more they will hate us and attempt to oppress us.
(I'm talking about viotent revolution on our parts.) We
can do enough by being what we feel, by dressing the
way we want to dress and by being what we want to be
without hurting or hassling others deliberately, So for
all men, peace, dig life, dig nature and keep on trying
10 change, just do it peacefully.
Can you dig it?
Love and Peace,
Mr. & Mrs. Jones
Editor's note: Right on, let's fight on - non-violently,
yes, otherwise we '/I only digress.

COME ON AN' TRY

As a newcomer to Savannah I really don't know that
many facts about the people. I have received a few impressions which I would like to share with you.
I wanted to know what was happening with young people here. Where were their heads at? Are they all members
of the Georgia Hysterical Society or the John Birchers?
Are they all advocates of J.B. Stoner? Do any of them
realize that things are moving, young people are having
a greater influence on society than ever before in history.
Are they willing to speak up, work for, and support the
constructive changes that are being initiated by some of
t,hecreative people that every community has? These are
some of the questions I asked.
These are some of the answers thcfl I experienced. As a
whole, I found that people here, as everywhere, areconcorned about the social injustice and double talk. I found
the greater majority holding the liberal point of view. I
found most of them paying lip service support to the
great liberal politicians of the time, the Kennedy's, the
Martin L. King's, They like the idea of having a newspaper that expresses their ideas. They believe that there
should be some place that Ihey can go and get help for
their problems.

I
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Unfortunately, when it comes time for work, for act.
i¥e support, for the intensity of "Soul," it comes out as
being just as conservative as everyone else along the line.
Thehatred and hostility that is expressed for "Rednecks"
and the scorn and ridicule that is loaded upon anyone
with a different mode of dress and lifestyle is, for me,
very symbolic of a lack of conviction on the part of the
person who is ridiculing and showing the scorn.
A few dedicated people have for a long time been carrying the load. They have been doing a wonderful job,
but they tal\ll,ot continue to do it alollC. Let's !Jet on
board - if it'5 S"'!d, then it's groWing.If you, readittg

Dear Albion,
Why do you people always talk about getting ittogether? You people are so far from being together it's unreal. You continuously contradict yourself. For example, you people are so down on capitalism but sell your
paper for 2Oi- Your parents are capitalists and most of
Savannah's hip people live with their parents. Isay hip
because they're definately (sic) not hep. Hep people can
make it in this country. Hep people know that the only
way to change heads is to be cool, rap your views, and
respect other's views. When people see that you can have
long-hair, smoke grass, hold a good job, and be making it
(hey may start to believe that your ideas can work. How
many people in Savannah (hipsters) support themselves?
I've never seen so many pan-handlers in my life. And
man -- pan-handlers are screwed up. Everyone is broke
occasionly (sic) but not everyday. Are you HE!'?
Next time you wonder why you can't get more people behind you or why you can't sell your paper, read
the ---- thing and look at your hip (?) community.
Peacefully yours,
California
Editor's note: A bout selling papers being capitalistic:
street sales don't nearly clear operational cos Is, lerulone make money. And ads aren't doing it either. And
that is, after pll, capitalisms' bam iM't it --IIfllking mo.fJ"."
ey? As for Sav'h's "hipsters
0 st ang on, Ihere i
a word fiJt'tMtrtt:ftmY~., 101l1Tl!@Mtl!'liY. 011 rna/polnI
I wholeheartedly agree, as well as on hipsters here being
very untogether -- and yes, ironically enough, especially
on our former staff However, I note with. interest your
choice of words -- you people -- and I wonder ;USI what
you've been doing lately 10 help bring people together>
or are you too hep for that since 'you people" is to me
one of the snotiest phrases in the English language.

this article, believe that the moves being taken for freedom in the Savannah area are good, then let's help by
planting ourselves along with the strong things we believe in, LOVE, PEACE, and FREEDOM.
Our parents changed the world to fit their needs, I
see no reason why we cannot institute and make the
changes that will help
.0 fulfill our needs.
.. Charles Rouse
Ed. note: An ounce of practice is worth a ton of
theory.

Nomadic Artistes

Zennish wander
through the body cells of island kitchens
illustrated in the brushstrokes
'
of the inked and papered page.
Light/ike, fashion stellar patterns
on abrasive, dusty tiles,
the floor below this ball of air,
this formally composed and random point,
this room, this brushtip 's load.
See through. heaviest of lenses,
heaviesl of coins, the Aleph,
large, see Sf1lJlII.
See nOlhing, everylhing, the All
which, hovering and lasl abslraction
vanishes, its weight dispersed
'
-- William
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